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Overview of lookalikes by country



Introduction

Trade dress or product get-up relates to the overall 
commercial image (look and feel) of a product or service 

which are protected by various causes of action:

- Trademark law,

- Unfair competition law.

- Copyright Law.

- Industrial Designs.
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Paris Court of  First Instance, June 4, 2010

1. The protection by Trademark law

Product shape trademark infringed
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Paris Court of First Instance, April 10,  2014

Plaintiff ’s trademarks/ Product

2.1. Protection by tort law: parasitic conduct –
riding in the coat tails

Defendant’s packaging

In addition to or instead of trademark infringement, 
this tort may be found
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Plaintiff Defendant

2.2 Unfair competition law « confusion »

Appeals Court of  Versailles, February 18, 2014 

Unfair competition found



3. Copyright law « creative works »

Any original work, whatever its destination (non artistic, 
commercial…) can be protected by copyright. Example of 

infringement found
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Plaintiff Defendant

(Bourjois v. H&M, Paris Appeals Court Sept. 21, 2012, n. 2010/20558)



4. Design law: New products and drawings

New and individualized objects and drawings can be 
protected by Industrial Designs.
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Plaintiff’s registered design

Bigben v. Master Gamer, Paris CFI October 10, 2014, n. 13/03052

Infringing product



Key themes

• Lookalikes in Germany are an issue of
unfair competition, § 4 no. 9 UWG, 
historically strict laws in Germany here

• Important to check what relief is asked for
(courts will dismiss vague combinations
from trademark law and UWG)

• Preliminary injunction, check forum
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Same but different



Same but different



Same but different



One-on-one copies



‘Real’ counterfeit
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Introduction

Lookalikes in the UK

Marques Study (2012): significance of lookalike problem “growing” in the UK.

Which? Report on parasitic copying (2013):

“We uncovered products in Aldi, Asda, Lidl, Morrisons, Sainsbury’s and Tesco
that appear to borrow from leading brands. Typically, these were in categories
where there are well-established and distinctive brands, such as crisps,
biscuits and butter….Imitations are also common with toiletries”.
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Introduction

Disputes over lookalike products in the UK are nothing new...

...cases involving complaints by brandowners about products imitating get-up
can be traced back to the late 19th Century.

Parasitic copying (or “get-up”) cases have generally been decided on the basis
of passing off and/or trademark infringement as the main cause of action.

BUT…not many cases have succeeded in the last 20 years.
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Introduction

In general, the way in which the English Courts have approached get-up cases
has reflected their desire to strike a balance between:

- competition ...generally to be encouraged

- brandowners’ rights ...not to be overreached!
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Introduction

Study by Hogan Lovells on trade secrets and parasitic copying for the
European Commission (2011):

“Significant issues relating to look-alikes arise [in the UK] because of the way
in which the common law in this area has developed and in addition the
principles of law and procedural rules are different from civil law countries.”

No specific law against unfair competition in the UK – brandowners must
usually rely on our “home grown” UK law of passing off and their trademark
rights.
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Introduction

Experienced litigants appreciate that they often have to overcome a free
market philosophy that can lead to judicial scepticism in many lookalike cases.

As a consequence:

- Litigants using the English courts should know that any evidence sought to be
relied upon in a lookalike case is likely to be subjected to thorough and careful
scrutiny by the Court (not to mention the opposing side!)

- It is usually necessary to do a first class job in preparing this evidence, if a
brandowner is to have any chance of winning the case.



Overview of litigation
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Litigation: law and examples

Recap: before the English courts, one usually needs good evidence, which
must be gathered and prepared thoroughly and carefully.

BUT…lookalike products generally do not feature names that are similar to the
brand name. Often, a retailer’s ‘house name’ will appear on the lookalike.

Lookalike products generally avoid wholesale copying of design elements –
often, only a small number of important visual elements are taken.

Proof of deception/confusion can therefore be difficult.
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Litigation: law and examples

Difficulties of collecting evidence of confusion.

Where products are low value, fast-moving consumer goods, deceived
customers may not notice that they have been deceived and if they do, they
may not bother to complain.

In the absence of hard evidence of actual confusion, a putative Claimant must
generate evidence of confusion, e.g. by means of a survey:
- questionnaires
- in-depth interviews with members of the public
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Litigation: law and examples

The English Courts have often been wary of survey evidence.

Frequently levelled criticisms:

- Artificial and does not replicate the real-life shopping environment
- Form of questions “leading” or inviting speculation

Therefore evidence collected is “rarely” of real value.

Procedural mechanism now in place to limit the use of survey evidence.
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Litigation: law and examples

The best kind of proof is evidence from actual ‘punters’ who have bought the
lookalike product by mistake.

The Tubzee case [2008, first instance decision]:
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Litigation: law and examples

The Tubzee case

The Claimant received letters from 2 customers shortly after the launch of the
Defendant’s ice cream. They said that they had bought the Defendant’s
product by mistake.

This evidence – together with the similarities in the Defendant’s packaging –
persuaded the Judge that there was a risk of confusion sufficient to amount to
trade mark infringement and passing off.
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Litigation: law and examples

Defendant’s product [left] and Claimant’s product:
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Litigation: law and examples

Magic Tree [2006, first instance decision]
• Defendant’s product had been on sale for 2½ years by the time the case
came to trial
• The Claimant had no evidence of actual confusion
• The Claimant surveyed 307 members of the public and 149 of the
respondents were interviewed by the solicitors
• 17 respondents provided witness statements
• Criticisms were levelled at the survey, but...

…although the Judge treated the survey evidence with caution, the Claimant
succeeded.
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Litigation: law and examples

Whirlpool/KMIX [2008, first instance decision]

Claimant’s product: Defendant’s product:
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Litigation: law and examples

Whirlpool/KMIX

Claimant carried out a survey as a witness gathering exercise: 660 people
interviewed. 23 people gave witness statements; 7 people attended Court at
the trial…

….but none of the witnesses persuaded the Judge that there was any risk of
confusion or that the Defendant would obtain an unfair advantage.
The products in question were high priced food mixers purchased by
sophisticated buyers who would pay close attention when buying.
The claims for trademark infringement and passing off failed at 1st instance and
on appeal.
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Litigation: law and examples

Take home message

There have been a few success stories in lookalike cases in recent years, but
there are many more cases in which protection has been refused.

In consequence, the UK is widely perceived by brandowners as offering a
lower degree of protection against lookalikes than other EU countries.



Litigation

• Wide range of remedies

• Ex parte injunction easily granted in 
clear cases infringement

• Ex parte seizure of 
evidence/infringing goods



Litigation

• Summary injunction proceedings

• Proceedings on the merits

• Relatively cost-efficient

• Full cost awards and compensation
damages



Focus on copyright

• Low threshold for protection

• Long duration of protection (as 
opposed to design rights)

• No evidence of confusion required (as 
opposed to trademark law and unfair 
competition)

• Wide range of remedies (as opposed
to unfair competition)



Copyright - threshold

• New – not copied from another work

• Original – free and creative choices

• Applies to all types of works



Copyright - threshold

• Supreme Court: in accordance case 
law ECJ

• Compare Painer:
 Own intellectual creation = 

expression of personality author
…if the author made free and

creative choices



Copyright - infringement

• Similar overall impression but only if 
similarity is caused by copying 
copyrighted elements of the work

• Compare Infopaq: if elements 
reproduced are the expression of 
the intellectual creation of the 
author



Copyright - infringement

• Supreme Court: in accordance with
Infopaq

• To be more accurate: “not 
incompatible” with Infopaq

• Some conclude that criterion for 
infringement has been harmonized 
as well

















Copyright – solution for everything?



Copyright – solution for everything?



Litigation in France

Under the influence of European Union, nowadays, it is
more difficult to protect in France the « the look and feel ».

A stronger protection is found in non registered or in  non-
harmonised rights,

And in local Courts, such as Commercial Courts.
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- Paris Court of First Instance Exclusive Jurisdiction for 
EU trademarks and designs,

- 10 specialised Courts of First Instance, Exclusive 
Jurisdiction for trademarks, designs and copyright 

- Commercial Courts / Courts of First Instance for 
actions based exclusively on unfair competition law

- Criminal Courts

0. Case management considerations: 
choosing the venue



1. Difficult protection of Harmonized
registered rights

Louboutin v Zara
Paris Court of First Instance November, 4, 2008

Paris Appeals Court June 22, 2011
Supreme Court May 30, 2012

Louboutin trademark v. Allegedly infringing ZARA shoe
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TRADEMARK INVALIDITY – NON INFRINGEMENT



11
Plaintiff Defendant

2. Partially harmonized Author’s Right

French Supreme Court July, 1, 2010 
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Supreme Court March 17, 2004 

3. 1 National rules and practice regarding
Unfair Competition : the rules
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Chartres Commercial Court Jan. 6, 2015

3. 1 National rules and practice regarding
Unfair Competition: the local practice



Litigation



Federal Supreme Court: Decision of 28 May 
2009, I ZR 124/06 – LIKEaBIKE vs. bykie

“LIKEaBIKE” by Kokua Replica “bykie” by Pennymarkt
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Court of Appeal of Cologne: Decision of 14 
July 2009, 6 U131/09
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“WICK Blau” by Procter & Gamble Replica by Storck



Regional Court of Düsseldorf: Decision of 13 
February 2014, 14c O 112/13

“ICE IMPERIAL” by MOËT & CHANDON Replica by SCAVI & RAY
(bottle as used for sale and trademark)
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Appeal Court of Cologne: Desision of 7 March 
2014, 6 U 160/13

“Le Pliage” by Longchamp Replicas
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Areas for improvement / 
vision for the future



Closing Remarks

“„Whoever has visions should better go and
quickly see a doctor“

Helmut Schmidt
German Chancellor (1974 – 1982)
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Europe-wide injunction and
copyright?

• Traditionally: no, due to lack of 
harmonization

• According to SC: threshold 
protection harmonized and possibly 
also criterion for copyright 
infringement

• EU-wide injunction possible and
desirable? 
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Areas for improvement

Expense of litigation

The UK has generally been perceived as an expensive EU jurisdiction for
bringing legal proceedings against lookalikes.

The Intellectual Property Enterprise Court

Formally constituted in late 2013 (previously known as the Patents County
Court) as a lower cost forum for simpler intellectual property disputes.
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Areas for improvement

The Intellectual Property Enterprise Court

Procedural mechanisms in place to limit the scope of disputes before they
reach trial (case management).

Subject to this, there is no limit on what the parties can spend on a case, but…

…there is a “costs cap” – although the “loser pays”, there is a limit on the
exposure to the other side’s costs of £50,000.
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Areas for improvement

The Intellectual Property Enterprise Court

Present incumbent: Judge Hacon.
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Areas for improvement

Moroccanoil Israel Limited v Aldi Stores Limited (29th May 2014)



Areas to watch

Civil Courts are very concerned by harmonisation

Commercial Courts are more concerned about businesses.

It may explain why practitioners and Commercial Courts do 
not rely on the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive.

What should be part of the public domain? Colors, shapes?  
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ImprovementsEU harmonisation should
consider more local business needs

Trusting local Courts, local practice and business 
culture (protecting investments) 

EU harmonisation was globally positive against
conterfeiting/fakes

Limited effects in actions between competitors or 
newcomers

Feeling that « IP rights are shrinking » 15



Discussion



Fourth Session: retailer power, evidence

Is it worth suing a customer?

Persuasive evidence

- seizures

- Bailiff reports on the internet (special rules)

- “objective financial data” marketing reports, 
financial information but not surveys
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Contact details



Catherine Mateu
Lawyer at the Paris Bar Specialized in Intellectual Property Law
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

ruess@arnold‐ruess.com



THANK YOU

Adonna Alkema
E: alkema@hofhuis.nl
T: +31 20 522 4422
www.hofhuisalkemagroen.nl
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Thank you for listening.

Duncan Curley
Innovate Legal
107 Fleet Street
London
EC4A 2AB

Tel: +44(0)20 7936 9280
Fax: +44(0)20 7936 9111
Email: duncancurley@innovatelegal.co.uk
www.innovatelegal.co.uk



John Noble
British Brands Group
100 Victoria Embankment, London EC4Y 0DH

jn@britishbrandsgroup.org.uk
www.britishbrandsgroup.org.uk


